Discover the Most Important Beauty
Invention of the 21st Century!!
...How to add INSTANT Length, Volume and/or
Highlights to your Hair and even (in some cases)
improve the condition of your natural hair.....With
Human and Synthetic HAIR EXTENSIONS!
What if you could go to a salon for a few hours and come out with
long beautiful flowing hair that looks perfectly natural?
Would you be interested?
You could go to your local salon to see about getting hair extensions.
But what they don't want you to know is that there are MANY different
ways to attach hair extensions other than the one they are using.
Some methods may be more suited for certain situations and hair
types. If you are shopping for a new car, do you just look at one
brand? Although hair extensions are not as much of an investment
as a car (although you may feel like it is!!), they are a major
investment (in money and in the health of your natural hair) and you
need to be informed of all your choices. AND.....Most hair extension
services are non-refundable, since they involve mostly labor.
Hair Resources Editor, Perriann Rodriguez will lead you through all of
the marketing hype in the E-book,
2005's Most Popular Hair Extensions to help you discover which
hair extension method is available and suitable for your particular
hair. 27 different methods are discussed, including how long the
extensions last, average costs, important training and certification
requirement for the stylist doing them, where to find a salon for a
particular method and much more.
She also puts together a chart with all of the information so that you
can easily compare the different methods.

Hair Extensions can be
Consumer Alert !!!
a LIFE-CHANGING
This unique presentation of hair
service that can
extension information has never before been
previously available to the consumer. Many hair completely change the
extension companies keep you in the dark about way you look and think
about yourself.
their methods and procedures. There is no need
Do your research!!!!
to spend one dollar on inferior quality hair
extension services that could be damaging to
your natural hair, not to mention psychologically
damaging.

STOP!! Do not spend one dollar on hair extensions until you have
this valuable information. Now for the first time you can discover the
answers to all of your questions and
take control of your
decision for hair extension services.
We have received Emails from Men and Women worldwide that wish
they had researched hair extensions before they got them. Disasters
such as all or most of the hair extensions falling out, the natural hair
falling out along with the extensions, severe damage to the natural
hair and many more hair extensions disasters can not only kill your
pocketbook, but your self-esteem.
What Others are Saying about '2005's
Most Popular Hair Extensions' E-book:
"This book gets an A+++! It is the best
independent book on hair extensions. I
would definitely recommend this book for
anyone considering hair extensions."
Charlotte Jayne,
Garland Drake
http://www.garlanddrake.com

"There is no other book that I have found
with this much information. I have
learned so much about hair extensions
and hair growth."
Bernadene LeBert

What you will learn:
ÎDo hair extensions damage your hair?
Î
ÎHow are they attached? Are there different methods?
Î
ÎHow long do they last?
Î
ÎWould hair extensions work for damaged or thinning hair?
Î
ÎHow do I go about finding a stylist that offers hair extensions?
Î
ÎDo stylists need to have special training to put extensions in?
Î
ÎHow do I make sure my stylist knows what he/she is doing?
Î
ÎWhat type of hair is used and where does it come from?
Î

ÎWhat questions should I ask the stylist in the hair extension
Î
consultation?
ÎWhat are the advantages, disadvantages of hair extensions?
Î
ÎWhere do you get hair extensions?
Î
ÎHow do you take care of them?
Î
ÎIs there any sort of guarantee with hair extensions?
Î
ÎWhat do they cost?
Î

Get INSTANT ACCESS
2005'S MOST POPULAR HAIR EXTENSIONS
Current Promotion: $10 discount $24.99
Only $14.99
Be confident in your decision to get hair
extensions!!!
Order Now at the
Hair Resources Bookstore
Money-Back Guarantee!
Available Immediately
When you order 2005's Most Popular Hair Extensions, you will
create an account at our store Hair Resources. After payment,
click on the 'Return to Merchant' button on the bottom of the final
payment page , and you will be directed back to your account
where you can immediately download the E-Book.
Free Updates:
Research is ongoing and 2005's Most Popular Hair Extensions
could be updated with many more new hair extension methods.
You are allowed FREE updates for 90 days. The updates will be
available in your account.
No Risk Offer
2005's Most Popular Hair Extensions can be ordered risk-free. If
after 7 days, you are not completely satisfied with the E-book, or
did not receive the information you were looking for, you are
entitled to a full refund.

Adobe Reader Required

You must have Adobe
Reader to read this E-book. It is a
free software. Follow download
directions at Adobe:
Hair Resources Bookstore

Welcome
Hair extensions are a great way to add
immediate length, volume or
highlights/lowlights without chemical
processing to your hair. Human or synthetic
fiber hair is attached, by one of many
available methods, directly to your natural
hair.
Extensions have become more and more
popular in the United States in the last ten
years as advancements in hair extension methods allow the
extensions to stay in the hair on a more permanent basis.
(Permanent meaning a few months) In the 1970’s many
African American Salons started doing hair extensions by
sewing human hair wefts (human hair attached together at the
top) into corn rows. As more and more women desire popular
long hair styles, the hair extension industry in the United States
has evolved to offer many different methods of attachment.
Once thought to be only for the rich and famous, hair
extensions are now widely available to everyone and are much
more affordable than in the past.
As research and development continues in the hair extension
industry, the consumer is offered many different systems for
adding hair extensions, making the hair extension decision
more complicated.
What system will you go with? How will it affect your natural
hair? Should you use human hair or synthetic fiber hair?
Which stylist do you pick? How do you take care of the
extensions? How long do they last? The questions go on and
on. Finding the answer sometimes can require a lot of research
and digging.

Hair Resources has already done a lot of ‘digging’ into hair
extension methods based on inquiries about hair extensions
from consumers around the world. This resulting book will
educate you about the various methods and systems and
answer your questions so that you can make an educated
decision regarding hair extensions. There’s always a little
comfort with knowledge.
This book is not intended to tell you that one particular hair
extension method is good and another one is bad. All hair
extension companies claim that their system or method is nondamaging to the natural hair and all hair suppliers claim that
they have the best quality human hair. We will provide you with
the descriptions of the methods, contact info for each of the
companies and many other resources where you can read
about people who have had hair extensions. With all of this
information, you can make a better decision on what hair
extension method would be best for your particular hair
situation.
We would like to answer all of your questions. However, if
your particular question is not addressed, please Email it to
heguide@hairresources.net and we will do our best to get you
an answer.
Also, we encourage you to visit our brand new forum for Hair
Extensions, located at http://www.hairresources.net and
discuss your experience with hair extensions, or perhaps give
someone else encouragement to get or not to get hair
extensions.
Enjoy!
Editor 2005’s Most Popular Hair Extensions
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